Formatting Guide for Conference Abstracts

Mandatory formatting requirements

- Non-declarative title that includes the name of the conference and the words ‘conference abstracts’
- Abstracts, each formatted alike, in keeping with the requirements for submission to the conference

Overview
This publication type facilitates the dissemination of information submitted to a conference; we publish either all submitted abstracts or all accepted abstracts according to the wishes of the conference organisers. Write to the managing editor at edicks@mun.ca for pricing. All abstracts are submitted together as one long document. No peer review is conducted.

Title Page
The title page should:
- Present a title that includes the name of the conference and the words ‘conference abstracts’

Keywords
Five keywords representing the main content of the conference.

Each abstract
- List the names for all authors in whatever consistent format was required for conference submission
- Indicate the corresponding author, if known
- Any consistent abstract format

No translation is required for this article type.